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In the study of rings, all of whose residue rings have finite global dimension, 
S. Eilenberg, H. Nagao, and T. Nakayama have shown in [5] that all residue 
rings of a semiprimary hereditary ring have finite global dimension. One 
way to construct semiprimary hereditary rings is to take the ring of triangular 
matrices over a semisimple ring. 
This paper is devoted to the study of a class of semiprimary rings that 
contains all the rings of triangular matrices over semisimple rings. A semi- 
primary ring R belongs to this class (and we say that R is a T-ring) if each 
(left) component contains a unique minimal ideal, and each minimal (left) 
ideal is projective. 
We start by proving in Section 2 that all residue rings of a T-ring have 
finite global dimension. In Sections 3 and 4 we investigate the structure of 
T-rings. In Section 5 we discuss the (left) maximal quotient ring (in the 
sense of Utumi) of a T-ring, proving that it is a semisimple ring. Further 
properties of a T-ring R, such as the existence of a simple injective (left) 
R-module and a characterization of a ring of triangular matrices over a simple 
ring, are discussed in Section 6. In Section 7 we give some counterexamples 
concerning the following assertions: 
(a) If in a semiprimary ring R all minimal ideals are projective, then 
gl. dim R < co. 
(b) If R is a semiprimary ring and gl. dim R < co, then Extk(,(S, RR) f 0 
for exactly one value of i, for all simple modules S. 
For the convenience of the reader in Section 8 we present diagrams 
illuminating the structure of T-rings. 
* This paper is based on a part of the author’s doctoral dissertation written at 
Brandeis University under the direction of Professor Maurice Auslander. 
This work was partly supported by NSF grant GP-4028. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper we assume that all rings contain an identity, all 
ideals are left ideals, and all modules are unitary left modules, unless otherwise 
specified. 
A ring R is said to be semiprimary if its (Jacobson) radical N is nilpotent 
and if R/N is an Artinian ring. We refer to ([8], pp. 53-57) for the general 
properties of semiprimary rings. We denote by M,(R) the 71 x n matrix 
algebra over R, and by T,(R) the ring of (lower) triangular matrices over R. 
An ideal I in R is a component if I is an indecomposable R-module, and 
if there exists an ideal 1 in R such that R = I + J. 
A set of orthogonal idempotents e, ,..., e, in R is a complete set of idempotents 
if Rei is an indecomposable R-module (i.e. ei is a primitive idempotent) for 
all i = I,..., t, and 1 =e,+***+e,. In this case R = C:=, lie, and we 
say that R = xi=, Re, is a complete decomposition for R. 
In the following definitions we assume that R is a semiprimary ring: 
1s a T,-ring if every component of R contains a unique minimal 
ideal(l) R . 
;2) R ’ is a T,-ring if every minimal ideal is a projective module. 
(3) R is a T-ring if R is both a T,-ring and a T,-ring. 
(4) R is a T--ring if R is a T-ring all of whose minimal ideals are iso- 
morphic. 
Note that R is a T,-ring if every component is an essential extension of 
a minimal ideal, and R is a T,-ring if every minimal ideal is isomorphic 
to a component. 
Starting with right ideals and unitary right modules, we have similar 
definitions and the results will be analogous. 
2. GLOBAL DIMENSION OF RESIDUE RINGS OF A T-RING 
It has been shown in [5] that all residue rings of a semiprimary hereditary 
ring have finite global dimension. Thus, to prove that the global dimension 
of all residue rings of a T-ring R is finite, it suffices to show that R is a residue 
ring of a semiprimary hereditary ring 52. We construct Q in a similar way to 
the construction of the universal ring in [7]. 
For the rest of this section let R be a T-ring, Nits radical, and R = Et=, Re, 
a complete decomposition for R. When writing e, , ej ,... we assume 
1 < i, j, . . . < t, unless otherwise stated. 
Since every R-module contains a simple module, and since each minimal 
ideal in R is projective we have 
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PROPOSITION 1.2. Let U be a component of R, and let f be a nonzero 
homomorphism from U to R; then ker f = 0. 
Remark. Any element eirej E R can be viewed as a homomorphism from 
Re, into Rej (by right multiplication). Proposition 1.2 asserts that if eksei 
and eirei are nonzero elements of R, then e,se,rej f 0. 
The underlying additive group of R admitsadecomposition R = &=leiRei. 
Set R, = & eiRej , where the sum is taken over all pairs (i, j) such that 
Re, is isomorphic to Rej . Set Rz = xi,? eiRej , where the sum is taken over 
all pairs (i, j) such that Rei is not isomorphic to Re, . Clearly R = R, + R, . 
Our next step is to show that R, is a semisimple subring of R, and R, = N. 
We need the following corollaries of Proposition 1.2: 
COROLLARY 1.2. If e,Rej # 0 and ejRe, # 0, then Re, and Rei are 
isomorphic. 
Proof. Let ejre, and e,sej be nonzero elements of R, and f and g the 
corresponding homomorphisms that they induce. Set h = g of; then h is 
a monomorphism of Rej into Rej . Assume h is not an epimorphism; then 
Im h C N, i.e., ejre,sej EN. Set hcrn) = h o hcrn-l) and h(l) = h. Since h is 
a monomorphism, htrn) is a monomorphism for all m. But htrn) is induced by 
(ejre,sej)m EN”. Since N is nilpotent, this is impossible. Thus h is an epi- 
morphism. Since h = g of, g is an epimorphism. By Proposition 1.2 
kerg = 0, so g is an isomorphism of Re, into Rej . 
Remark. Similarly, one can show that if Re, and Rej are isomorphic and 
0 f e,rej E R, then e,rei induces an isomorphism; i.e., every map between 
isomorphic components is an isomorphism. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let Re be a component of R; then eRe is a division ring. 
Proof. Similarly to the proof of Corollary 1.2, one verifies easily that any 
nonzero element ere E R induces an isomorphism from Re onto Re. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let U be a fixed component of R. Let RI0 be Ci,i e,Rej , 
where the sum is taken over all i and j (between 1 and t) such that Red and Rei 
are isomorphic to U. Under the multiplication induced by R, RI0 is a simple ring. 
Proof. It is obvious that RI0 is closed under multiplication. By Corol- 
lary 2.2, if U = Re, then eRe is a division ring. RI0 is anti-isomorphic to 
A, = Hom,(C Re, , C Rei) where the sum is taken over all i, 1 < i < t, 
such that Rei is isomorphic to U. Say that in the complete decomposition 
for R there are n components which are isomorphic to U. Then A, is iso- 
morphic to A, = Horn&& Bi , Cbl B,), where B, = U for i = l,..., n. 
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A, is anti-isomorphic to ik& (eRe) (the n x n matrix algebra over eRe) 
thus Rio is isomorphic to M, (elie). In particular, Rio is a simple ring. 
Since on R, we have a natural splitting into subsums of the type R,O as 
in Proposition 2.2, we have immediately 
COROLLARY 3.2. Ri, is a semisimple subring of R. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (el ,..., ee+J be a set of primitive idempotents in R 
such that Re, is isomorphic to Ree+l . Let e,Re,,, # 0 for i = I,..., 8; then 
Re, is isomorphic to Re, for i = l,..., 8 
Proof. We prove this by induction. The assertion is trivial for 8 = 1. 
Assume that it holds for 8, whenever /, < 8. Let eiriei+r be nonzero elements 
in R for i = l,..., 8. Denote by fi the corresponding monomorphism from 
Re, into Re,+l . Let f be the composite ft o *** o fi ; then f is a monomorphism 
from Re, to Ree+l . By the remark following Corollary 1.2, f is an isomorphism. 
This implies that fe is an epimorphism, hence an isomorphism. So Re, is 
isomorphic to Reef1 , hence to Re, . 
An immediate corollary is 
COROLLARY 4.2. R, = N. 
Proof. It is obvious that R, C N. Since R, is semisimple, it suffices to 
show that R, is a two-sided ideal. R, is closed under addition, so it suffices 
to show that eirei E R, implies eirejsek E R, and eeueirej E R, . This follows 
readily from Proposition 3.2. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let R be a T-ring, and let I be any two-sided ideal in R, 
then gl. dim R/I < co. 
Proof. As we remarked at the beginning of this section it suffices to 
construct a semiprimary hereditary ring Q of which R is a residue ring. 
From Corollaries 3.2 and 4.2 we have R = R, + N, where R, is a semisimple 
ring. This enables us to view N as an R,-R, bimodule. Define N(O) = Rl , 
Ntrn) = N @R,N(m-l). Note that if m > 3 and Ntrn) f 0, then there exist 
primitive indempotents e, ,..., e, such that e,Ne,+r f 0 for i = O,..., m - 1. 
From the remark following Proposition 1.2 and from the nilpotency of N 
we conclude that there exists an m, such that Ntrn) = 0 for m > m, . Set 
Q = Cy=o N@) and define 
then 0 defines multiplication on 52. M = C& NC<) is nilpotent and Q/M 
is semisimple, so Sz is semiprimary. Since M = N OR1 Q, M is Q-projective 
so by [2] s;! is hereditary. Finally, defining f(nl @ a-- @ ni) = n, ... ni , f 
extends linearly to a ring epimorphism of Q onto R. This completes the proof. 
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3. T-RINGS IN NORMAL FORM 
The normal form of T-rings that we introduce in this section is similar 
to the checkered matrices that can be viewed as a normal form for Artin rings. 
The first step is to reduce the problem to F-rings. To this end we show 
that any T-ring is a (finite) rings direct product of T-rings. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let m be a minimal ideal in a T-ring R. Let E be its 
injective envelope. Then HomR(m, m) is a division ring isomorphic to 
Homa(E, E). 
Proof. Since m is a simple R-module, every nonzero submodule of E 
contains m. Let f be any nonzero homomorphism f : E + E; then Im f 3 m. 
Set E,, = f -l(m). Let f' be the restriction off to E, ; then we have the exact 
sequence 0 --f kerf + E, 1; m -+ 0. Since m is the unique simple module 
in E and m is an R-projective module, E, = ker f @ m, which contradicts 
our remark that every nonzero submodule of E contains m unless ker f = 0. 
Hence, any nonzero homomorphism f : E --+ E is a monomorphism. Since 
E is an injective indecomposable module, f is an isomorphism. Thus 
Hom,(E, E) is a division ring. Since m is the unique simple module in E, 
for any homomorphism f : E -+ E, f (m) C m. Thus f induces a homomorphism 
f * : m + m. Since E is the injective envelope of m, every homomorphism 
g : m -+ m extends to a homomorphism g, : E -+ E. Finally, since all 
nonzero homomorphisms f : E -+ E are isomorphisms, this shows that the 
correspondences f I-+ f * and g I+ g, are inverses of each other as homo- 
morphisms between HomR(m, m) and Hom,(E, E). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let m be a minimal ideal in a T-ring R. Let E be the 
injective envelope of m. Let E’ be an indecomposable injective module, not 
isomorphic to E. Let B(B’) be an R-s&module of E(E’). Then HomR(B’, B) = 0. 
Proof. We may assume E’ f 0. Since E’ is an indecomposable module, 
if C and D are nonzero submodules of E’, then C n D # 0. Since E is an 
injective module, it will suffice to show Hom,(E’, E) = 0. We prove this 
by contradiction. Let f : E’ + E be a nonzero homomorphism; then 
Im f 3 m. Set Ei =f-l(m). Denote by f’ the restriction off to Ei . We 
have the following exact sequence: 0 + ker f + Eb L m + 0. Since m is 
projective and any two nonzero submodules of Eh intersect in a nonzero 
submodule, we must have kerf = 0. But E’ is an injective module and E 
is an indecomposable module, hencef is an isomorphism. Since we assumed 
that E is not isomorphic to E’, we have Hom,(E’, E) = 0; hence, also, 
Hom,(B’, B) = 0 for all submodules B’ of E’ and B of E. 
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COROLLARY 1.3. Let R be a T-ring; then R is a (ring) direct product of 
(finitely many) T-rings. 
Proof. Since the number of components in a complete decomposition 
for R is finite, each component contains a unique minimal ideal, and each 
minimal ideal is isomorphic to some component, the number of noniso- 
morphic minimal ideals is finite. We prove our result by induction on the 
number of nonisomorphic minimal ideals. If all minimal ideals are isomorphic, 
then R is a T-ring and the result holds. Assume that whenever the number 
of nonisomorphic minimal ideals is less than 8, the corollary holds. Let R 
be a ring containing exactly / nonisomorphic minimal ideals with / > 1. 
Let m be one of them. Let R = Cj=, Re, be a complete decomposition for R. 
We may assume that the minimal ideals of Re, ,.,., Re, are isomorphic to m, 
while the minimal ideals in Re,,, ,..., Re, are not isomorphic to m. Since 
not all the minimal ideals in R are isomorphic to m, s < t. Set R, = C& Re, 
and R, = ~~=s+, Re, . We claim that R is the direct product of R, and R, . 
For this we must show that R,R, = R,R, = 0. By Proposition 2.3 
Hom,(Re, , Rei) = 0 whenever 1 < i < s and s < j < t, or, 1 < j < s, 
s < i < t. Since every nonzero element e,rej induces a nonzero homo- 
morphism f : Re, + Rei , this implies that for Rei C R, and Re, C R, (or 
Re, CR, and Re, CR,) eiRej = ejRei = 0. Hence R is the direct product 
of R1 and R, . The minimal ideals in R,(R,) are also minimal ideals of R; 
hence they are isomorphic to some component Re, of R which, by the way 
R1(R,) was chosen, is also a component of RJR,). Thus, R, and R, are 
T-rings. Furthermore, all minimal ideals in R, are isomorphic, so R, is a 
T-ring. In R, the number of minimal ideals is L - 1; hence, by induction, 
R, is a direct product of T-rings. Then R is a direct product of T-rings. 
To define the normal form for T-rings we need several definitions: Denote 
by I the set (l,..., t) naturally ordered. 
DEFINITION 1.3. An A-set in I is a subset S of I x I satisfying: 
(Al) (i, i)E S for all iEI. 
(A2) (i,j) E 5’ and (j, k) E S =+ (i, k) E S. 
(A3) (t, i) E S for all ig I. 
(44) (i, i> E s and i<j-(i+/,i+k)ES for all k, 8 
O<k<j-i and O<e<j-i. 
DEFINITION 2.3. An admissible set of division rings for (I, S) with respect 
to maps (f& and (hij)(i,j)Es , is a set (D&, satisfying: 
(Bl) S is an A-set in I. 
(B2) Di is a division ring for each i E I (Di f 0). 
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(B3) fi is a ring monomorphism fi : Di -+ D, for all i E I, and ft = id. 
(B4) for (i, j) E S and (j, i) $ S, hij is the zero homomorphism on Di 
into Dj . 
For (i, j) E S and ( j, ;) E S, kij is an isomorphism on Di onto Dj such 
that the following is a commutative diagram: 
hij 
Di d D. 
v 
I 
‘i 3 
Dt 
We say that (DJiEl is a B-set for (I, S) if there exist mapsf, and h, , as 
required in Definition 2.3. 
DEFINITION 3.3. An admissible set of modules for (I, S, (D&( f&l, 
tkj)(i,j)es with respect to maps (fA,~~E~ ami (g&.~ is a set (W~)WJ~S 
satisfying: 
(Cl) (D& is an admissible set of division rings for (I, S) with respect 
to maps (.&I and V&,W . 
(C2) For each (i, j) E S, &Iij is a left Di module and a right Di module 
(Mij jr: 0). 
(C3) Far each (i, j) E S, fij is a monomorphism of Mij into D, such 
that the following is a commutative diagram: 
f xf xf 
D xM xD -“i 
’ ‘I I 
D,XD+XD, 
I ?ll 
J i 
77 
Mlj 
fij 
- Dt 
where n’ is the D,Dj module multiplication on Mij , and rr is the multiplica- 
tion in D, . 
(C4) For (i, j) E S and (j, 4 E SJXMS) ~h(Wd ChdJGd Note 
that all fii are monomorphisms. This implies the existence of a map rrijr 
so that the following is a commutative diagram: 
M,j xM,k 
fiiXfik 
h D,xD, 
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(C5) Mii = Di and fii = fi for all i E I. 
(C6) f&(M,J = D, for all i E 1. 
(C7) gij are maps defined on Mij for all (i, j) E S. 
If ( j, i) $ S, gij is a map of Mij into the module (0). 
If (j, i) E S, gij is a bijection from n/r,, onto Mji which is additive and 
such that the following are commutative diagrams: 
DEFINITION 4.3. We say that (I, S, (DJisl , (Mii)ci,j,Es) is an F-set if 
there exist maps as required in Definition 3.3. We say that it is an %-set 
whenever we have specified maps. To each FO-set we associate a T-ring as 
follows: 
THEOREM 1.3. Let F, be an so-set. Let R# be the set of elements N in 
Mt(D,) for which Nij = 0 whenever (i, j) $ S and Nii 5 fij(Mij) whenever 
(i, j) E S. Under the addition and multiplication induced by M,(D,), R# is 
a T-Gng. 
Proof. The proof follows from the definitions: 
R# is closed under addition by C2. 
R# is closed under multiplication by A2 and C4. 
All matrices N for which Nij = &Sjg are in R# by Al and B2, so R# 
contains a complete set of idempotents of M,(D,); in particular, R# has an 
identity. The radical n of R consists of all matrices N in R# for which Nii = 0 
whenever (i, j) E S and (j, i) E S; this can be checked by using A2, A4, B4 
and C7. This ideal is nilpotent and R#/n is semisimple. Hence R# is semi- 
primary. That R# is a T-ring follows from A2, A3, C4 and C6. 
We say that R# is associated with F,, , and F, is associated with R#. 
We say that a T-ring R is in normal form if there exists some Pa-set such 
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that R is its associated ring. According to the way we defined R#, it is-clear 
that to each Fe-set there is associated a well-defined ring. However, it might 
arise that for different so-sets we obtain isomorphic associated rings. Our 
next object will be to define an equivalence relation on To-sets under which 
the associated rings to equivalent sets will be isomorphic rings and vice versa. 
DEFINITION 5.3. Let F, and p0 be 9$-sets (the objects in FO will be as 
in Definition 3.3, those of ps will be denoted by -). We say that F,, and p,, 
are equivalent if: 
(Dl) There exists a set isomorphism ‘: I -+ 1, i I+ i’, such that 
(i, j) I+ (;‘, j’) is a set isomorphism of S onto S. 
(02) For each i E I there is an isomorphism of division ring & : Di + nit. 
(03) For each (i, j) E S there is an additive bijection I,&~ : Mij + A&pi, 
such that the following are commutative diagrams: 
“Ijk 
MijXMjk-M Ik 
It can be easily verified that this is a well-defined equivalence relation on 
.%-sets. 
Furthermore, remark that if we start with a given so-set F,, and we let F,, 
be the Fs-set where I, S are these of F,, , &!fCj = fij(Mij) all fi, are the 
natural embeddings in D, = D, , then F, and fl,, are equivalent F0 set and 
the associated rings to F, and to pa are the same ring. 
For the associated ring R#, denote by Ei the matrix (Ei)jk = 6,Si, ; then 
I@ij may be identified with EiR#Ej and the DC-Dj module structure is the 
left multiplication with E,R#E, and the right multiplication with EjR#Ej . 
So, we may assume that the ring R# is associated with F,, in which Mij are 
EiR#Ej and all maps are the embeddings in E,R#E, . 
THEOREM 2.3. Let F, , F,, be SO-sets and let R#, R# be the corresponding 
associated ring; then F, and F,-, are equivalent iff R# and R# are isomorphic. 
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Proof. Let F, and p0 b e e q uivalent. With the notation as in Definition 5.3 
and by the remarks preceding this theorem, we may define an isomorphism 0 
of R# onto R# as follows. If N is a matrix such that NIeG f 0 for some 
(K, e) E S and Nij = 0 whenever (i, j) f (K, a), define B(N) = m where 
mij = Si~‘S~t,#dN~t). S ince every matrix N can be written as N=&,lEiNEi 
and each E,NE, is a matrix on which we have already defined 8, we extend 0 
to R# additively. Condition (03) in Definition 5.3 asserts that f3 is an iso- 
morphism. Remark that 0 was constructed from a given set of homomorphisms 
{*ij>Ci,jkS . 
- - - 
Furthermore, 9(ZEiR#Ei) = .ZE,*R#E,, . The first sum is taken 
over all couples (i, j) such that R#E, is isomorphic to R#Ej, and the second 
is taken over all pairs (i’, j’) such that fi#i$ is isomorphic to R#&. 
Let 0 : R# -+ a# be an isomorphism. Let (El *se E,) be a complete set of 
idempotents for R#; then (B(E,) *.. fl(E,)) is a complete set of idempotents 
for R#. Since (i?r -0. E,) is another set of idempotents for R#, there is an 
isomorphism ’ : I - 1 which arises from the rearrangement of the idem- 
potents so that a#(e(E,)) is isomorphic to R#,!& for all i E I. 
Remark that for an R# ring, (i, j) E S iff EiR#Ej f 0. Hence (i, j) --+ (i’, j’) 
is an isomorphism from S onto 3. For each i, fix an isomorphism 
Bi : @‘(6’(E,)) - i?#& ; then the set (Qi)i,r induces bijections J,& for all 
(i, j) E S, z+& : L~(EJ BV(Ej) ---f &l?#i$ . Defining I/Q for all (i, j) E S as 
the composite 
E,R #Ei -& O(Ei)&V(Ej) -k &.a#&, , 
it is easily verified that these maps give rise to an equivalence of F,, and pU , 
by taking & = & . 
Remark that the maps giving the equivalence of F,, and I;‘ depend on 
the choice of the isomorphisms (Qisr . 
4. THE STRUCTURE OF T-RINGS 
For the rest of this section let R be a T-ring, let R = C:=, Rei be a complete 
decomposition for R, n its radical, and let I be the set l,..., t. First we associate 
to R an $$-set F0 . Then we show that the ring associated to F,, is isomorphic 
to R. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let R be a F-ring. There exists a complete decomposition of 
R, R = ~~=, Rej so that whenever Rei is not isomorphic to Rei and i < j, 
then e;Re; = 0. 
Proof. Let R = xi=, Rej be a complete decomposition for R. Let I be 
the set l,..., t. We say that a set S,I = (ei, *a* ei,) is a connected sequence 
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of length K in I if ij E I for j = 0 ,..., K and eijnei,+l f 0 for j = 0 ,..., K - 1. 
We say that Sk1 is a maximal connected sequence in I if there is no connected 
sequence S,l = (em0 
for all j = O,..., 
**. em,) and integers ,&, < e.0 < plc such that eUpi = ei 
k and k < 8. By propositions 2.2 and 3.2 we remark thai 
the length of connected sequences is bounded. Let J be a nonempty subset 
of I. Let d = Sups,~ k. Let e, , for some j E J, be a first element in some 
connected sequence SdJ. It is obvious that if ei occurs in any other connected 
sequence of length din J, it occurs there as a first element. Define a subset Jo 
of J; Jo = {j j j E J, ej occurs as a first element in some connected sequence 
of length d in J>. 
Define J1 = I and J” = jn-l - Jon-l as long as jn-l f J-“. Since I 
is a finite set and whenever J” f 0 we have J,” f 0, there exists some 
integer / such that J” = Jo. W e can write 1 as a disjoint union, I = &=i Jr. 
Remark that if for some i, j E I and n, 1 < n < 8, i E Jon and Re, is 
isomorphic to Rej , then j E Jon. If i, j E Jt and Rei is not isomorphic to Re, , 
then eiRej = eiRei = 0. If k is an integer between 1 and 8, n > k and 
i E 12, j E J,” then e,Rej = 0. 
For any n, 1 < n < /, there exists an ordering <n on Jt so that if j, 
j’ E Jon, j <n j’ and Rei is isomorphic to Rejf , then for any j” E Jon, so that 
j <n j” and j” cn j‘ we have Rej is isomorphic to Reio . We may have 
in J: many orderings satisfying the above property (which is merely 
grouping together isomorphic components), but for our purposes any order 
of the above type will do. 
Define an ordering < in I by: i, i’ E I; then i < i’ iff i E Jl and i’ E Jt 
and n > k, or n = k and i <n i’. Now it is clear that in the complete 
decomposition for R, R = C:=, Reni with n, < *.a < nt , setting eni = e; 
we obtain a complete decomposition as was asserted. 
Hence, for the rest we assume that in the complete decomposition for 
R, R = ~~=, Rei , and whenever i < j and Re, is not isomorphic to Rej , 
eiRej = 0. 
LEMMA 2.4. The set S = {(i, j) 1 i, j E I and e,Rej # 0} is an A-set for I. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.2 we remark that the conditions Al and A4 of 
Definition 1.3 are satisfied, Condition A2 follows from the fact that R is a ring 
and from Proposition 1.2. Condition A3 follows from the assumption that R 
is a F-ring and the obvious fact that Re, is a minimal ideal. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let the set S be as defined in Lemma 2.4 let Di = e,Re, 
for all i E I and Mij = e,Rej for all (i, j) E S, then (I, S(Di)i,l(Mij)(i,j).s is 
an F-set. 
Proof. We can find isomorphisms aij : Rei -+ Rej for each pair of 
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isomorphic components Red and Re, , such that whenever Re, , Rej and Re, 
are isomorphic, aja o cxSl = aik . Furthermore we can find monomorphisms 
& : Re, -3 lie, for all i E I, such that the following is a commutative diagram 
whenever Rei and Rej are isomorphic: 
and /I, = identity. 
Remark that each homomorphism c+ corresponds to an element e,r,$e$ 
that induces it and each homomorphism ps correspond to an element etr,e, . 
The above conditions become (e,yijej) + (ejrikex) = eiyikeB and etriei - eirijej = 
e,f9$$ whenever Re, , Rej and Re, are isomorphic. 
We define the maps required in Definition 3.3 as follows: For each i E I 
we define the map fi : Di -+ D, by fi(edYei) * etriei = etYiei * eirei . That this 
is a well-defined monomorphism follows from the following commutative 
diagram and Proposition 1.2 : 
I rJej Wj) I 
Ret --i-u_“. --,.. &, 
For each (;, j) E S such that (j, k) E S, define the map hii : Di + Dj by 
h,(eirei) = (ejriiei)(eired)(eirijej). 
The conditions of Definition 2.3 are satisfied by these homomorphisms: 
Condition B2 follows from Corollary 2.2. Condition B3 follows from 
Corollary 1.2. For (i, j) E S and ( j, i) E S, it follows by Proposition 2.2 that 
h,, is an isomorphism. Fu~hermore, 
fj 0 hij(eirei) = ~(ejrj~e~~ei~~jei) 
h(;:(ejrjieireirijej) * e,rjej = e,r,e, * ejrjieireirijei = e,rieireiriiej 
On the other hand fi(eirei) * elrei =I elrei * elrei . 
Comparing the last two equalities, using 
etriei . eiriiei = efjf?j , 
and the fact that right multiplications may be viewed as monomorphisms 
between the corresponding components, we have fi(e+Q = f~(e~y~~e~r~~r~jej); 
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hence h. 0 hij(eireJ = fi(eiyei). Th is completes the proof that the maps 
(fJiGr and (I.Q)(~,~)~~ satisfy the conditions of Definition 2.3. 
For each (i, j) E S define the map 
fi&& * e,rjej = etriei - eirej , 
and whenever (i, j) E S and (j, z) E S define the map 
gii(e,rej) = (ejrjie,)(e,rej)(ejr,iei). 
That faj are well-defined maps follows by an argument similar to that used 
to show that the maps fi are well-defined. We will complete the proof if we 
show that the conditions required in Definition 3.3 are satisfied. We have 
already seen that Cl is satisfied. Condition C2 is satisfied since eiRej becomes 
naturally an eiRei-ejRej bimodule, with the multiplication induced by R. 
By Proposition 1.2 we can show that fij is a monomorphism for all (i, j) E S. 
Condition C3 follows from the following commutative diagram: 
Re --+ Re - Re 
t + t 
-Re 
I 
Condition C4 follows from the following commutative diagram: 
/ fij Ce, r(e~ 1 fjkejrZek / 
Ret - Ret P Ret 
Condition C5 is obvious from the definitions. Condition C6 is obvious from 
the fact that R is a i!-ring. Condition C7 follows from the following com- 
mutative diagrams: 
Re> - Re, -Re, -------cRe; 
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This completes the proof of Proposition 1.4. 
THEOREM 1.4. Every 2%ing R is isomorphic to a T-ring R# in normalform. 
Proof. We prove that R is isomorphic to the associated ring of the g-set 
introduced in Proposition 1.4 using the maps constructed in its proof. We 
define a homomorphism 0 : R + R# on the elements of R of the form eirej 
for any (i, j) E S by setting O(eirej) to be the matrix M, where the (c&I)th 
component of M is SiuSja fii(eirej). Extending 6 linearly to all of R it is clear 
that 0 is an additive map. Since fij(eirej) * fjk(ejr’e,) = fik(eirejr’ek), it follows 
that 8 is a ring homomorphism. Denote by Ei , i E I, the matrix (Ei)aB = S,S, . 
Since O(Y) = 0 iff O(eirej) = 0 for all (i, j) E S ker 0 = 0. Since every element 
r# of R# is the sum of elements of the form Eir#Ei, where (i, j) E S Im 0 = R#. 
Hence 0 is a ring isomorphism. Remark that O(eiRej) = EiR#Ej . 
If we start with another complete decomposition for R, say R = C:=, Re; 
satisfying the condition of Lemma 1.4, we obtain a ring l?#. By a remark we 
made in the proof of Theorem 2.3 and by the remark following the proof of 
Theorem 1.4, we have 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let R = RO + n and R = Rh + n be two splittings of 
a T-ring R; then there exists an isomorphism 6’ : R + R such that B(R,) = Ri . 
5. QUOTIENT-RINGS OF T-RINGS 
Let R’ be a ring. Let R be a subring of R’. We say that R’ is a (left) quotient 
ring for R if, whenever x, y are elements of R’ such that x f 0, there exists 
an element Y in R such that YX # 0 and ry f R. 
If R has an identity, one can show that there exists a maximal quotient 
ring, denoted 8. Furthermore, if Ii’ is any quotient ring of R, there exists 
a monomorphism # : R’ - l? such that $(R) = R. If R’ is a quotient ring 
of R, then fi = fi’. 
For any ring R we have &!I?) = M,(B). For the general properties of 
quotient rings we refer to Y. Utumi [9], and G. D. Findlay and J. Lambek [a. 
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THEOREM 1.5. Let R be a T-r&g. Let E(R) be the injective envelope of R. 
Let R’ be the ring of R-~domorphi~s of E(R), i.e., R’ = Hom~(~(R), I). 
Then R’ is the maximal quotient ring of R, and R’ is semisimple. If R is also 
a T-ring on the right (i.e., each right component contains a unique minimal 
right ideal, and each minimal right ideal is projective), then R’ is also the right 
quotient ring of R. 
.Proof. Since every T-ring R is a ring direct product of F-rings Ri and 
since, by Proposition 2.3, Hom~(~(R~), E(R,)) = Hom~(~~R~), E(R,)) = 0 
whenever i # j, we may assume that R is a p-ring. It is a consequence of 
Proposition 1.3 that R’ is a full matrix algebra over a division ring; namely, 
if R I= C:=i Rei is a complete decomposition for R (as in Lemma 1.4), 
then R’ is isomorphic to ~~(e~Re~). The embedding of R into R’ is by 
e,rej + @(eirej), with the notation of Theorem 1.4. We will identify R with 
itsimageinR’.Letx,yER’andxfO.Ify=O,wetaker= lso 1*x+0 
and 1 * y E R. If y f 0, then there exist xu # 0 and ylce f 0 for some 
(i, j) and (k, k). Let r E R be the matrix whose entries are rUB = 0 
whenever /3 =$ i and /3 # k, r+ = S,, , rvk = sYt . 
We have (TX),,~ = CC rye+ is zero whenever y f t and is xi8 + xk8 when 
y = t. Similarly for ry. Hence we have rx E R and ry E R. If xkj =: 0 we 
have (rx)?$ = xii # 0. If x~$ # 0, we take a matrix T’ in R whose entries 
are r$ = 0 whenever p # k, and r,& = S,, wt (r’~)~~ = xkj $ 0 and 
y’y E A. Denote D, = etRes ; then R = R’ = ~~(~~) = i&(&j,) = il&(D,). 
For the last part of the theorem remark that if R is a F-ring, it is also a T-ring 
on the right iff edRex f 0 for all i = l,..., t. Hence, for x and y as above we can 
definer, E R by (r&F = 0 whenever a! f j and 01# 8 and (r& = SB1(rl)ea=Sbl 
(and similarly for ri). For r, , we have xri E R yrl E R and xrl # 0 (XT; f 0). 
Q.E.D. 
Remark that if j’ is a homomorphism f : E(R) -+ E(R) such that 
f(1) = 0, then f is the zero homomorphism (e.g., Proposition 1.3); hence 
Hom,(R(R),/R, E(R)) = 0. From the exact sequence 0 + R -+ E(R) -+ 
E(R)/R -+ 0, we have 0 ---f Homs(E(R}/R, E(R)) --) Homs(E(R), E(R)) -+ 
Hom,(R, E(R)) + 0. By the last remark we have 
Horn&(R), E(R)) GX HomB(R, E(R)) zz E(R). 
With the notation of the last theorem we have 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let R be a T-ring, then E(R) = ~~~D~). 
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6. MISCELLANEOUS RESULTS 
PROPOSITION 1.6. The center of a F-ring, is a jield. 
Proof. We may assume that R is in normal form. Then R is a subring 
of M,(D,). Let K be the center of D, . Let r be an element in the center of R. 
From Theorem 1.3 the matrices Ei belong to R for all i = I,..., t, Ei being 
the matrix the (k/)th component of which is I&&. 
Since Y E center R we must have Eir = rEi for all i = I,..., t. This implies 
rke = Sk&, for some elements d1 ,..., d, in D, . Now let ri for each i, 1 < i < t, 
be the matrix having S,,& as (ke)th component. We must have rri = rir 
for all i = l,..., t, but this implies di = d, for all i = i ,..., t. 
Finally, let r’ be the matrix with S,, S,,d’ as its (k&)th component, and d’ 
any element in D, . Since r’ E R and rr’ = r’r, this implies d,d’ = d’d, . 
Thus, if a matrix r belongs to the center of r, its components are rke = Sk1 dt 
for some d, in the center of D, . It is obvious that for any matrix s, such that 
ske = &d, (d being in the center of DJ r’s = sr’ for all r’ E R. Furthermore, 
s E E iff the matrices si (where the (ke)th component of si is Si, Sit skG) belong 
to R for all i = l,..., t. Hence a matrix r is in the center of R iff rij = Sijd 
for some element d in the center of D and for all k = l,..., t the matrices rk, 
whose components are (rk)ii = Ski Skj d, belong to R. From the structure 
of R it is clear that if r f 0 and r belongs to the center of R, then r-l belongs 
to the center of R. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let R be an hereditary T-ring in normal form. Let R also 
be a T-ring on the right. Then (i, j) E S whenever i E I, j E I and i > j, and 
E,REj n M,(D,) = E,M,(D,)E, for all (i, j) E S. 
Proof. We already know that E,RE, n M,(D,) = E,Mt(D,)Ei for all i E I. 
Furthermore, since R is a T-ring on the right, it is a T-ring on the right and 
EiRE1 n Mt(Dt) = E,M,(D,)E, for all i E I. We prove the proposition by 
induction. If E,R is isomorphic to E,R for all i E I, we have R = Mi(Dt). 
Let R f M,(D,). We have (i, 1) E S for all i E I, and E,RE, n M,(D,) = 
E,M,(D,)E, . Let j be the minimal integer for which E,R is nonisomorphic 
to E,R. We have 0 # E,RE, C n. Let nE, = RE, n n. Then r en E1 iff 
r = Ck,i E,rE, . Since, for (i, j) E S, E,REi is a left module over the division 
ring EiREi , we can tind an exact sequence P + nE, + 0 with P being a direct 
sum of projective modules P, , each P, being isomorphic to RE, for some 
j < / < t. Since gl. dim R = 1, nE, is a projective module; hence there is 
a submodule B of P, isomorphic to nE, , and a submodule C of P, such that 
P = B @ C. It follows that there is a j,, , j < j,, < t, and nonzero homo- 
morphisms f, g f : nE, -+ REj, , and g : REi, + nE, . Hence f o g is a nonzero 
homomorphism of REj, into REi, , i.e., an isomorphism. Hence g is an 
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isomorphism. So we have (K, ja) E S for allj, < k < t and EkREjO n AI,( 
E,M,(D,)E,@ . Furthermore, it is clear that REj, is isomorphic to RE, ; hence 
we have (K, j) E S for all j < k < t and EkREj n M,(D,) = E,Mt(D,)Ej for 
all (R, j) E S. To complete the proof, remark that if we assume that the 
proposition holds for all j, j < j, , it holds for j = j, , using the above 
argument for j = j0 - 1. 
COROLLARY 1.6. Let R = C:=, RE, be a complete decomposition for R 
if t = ns, if RE,,, .** REi+ are isomorphic, and if RE+ is not isomorphic 
to REi+,+l > for each i = nfs, 0 6 ni < n. Then, under the assumption of 
Proposition 2.6, we have R = T,(S) where S = M,(D,). 
The following proposition will furnish us with examples of T-rings of any 
prescribed global dimension: 
PROPOSITION 3.6. The following are equivalent: 
(1) R is a T-ring. 
(2) T,(R) is a T-ring for all n > 1. 
(3) T,(R) is a T-ring for some n. 
(4) M,(R) is a p-ring for all n > 1. 
(5) M,(R) is a T-ring for some n. 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the fact that if R = Ci=, Re, 
is a complete decomposition for R, then T,(R) = Cj”=I & T,(R) eiEj is 
a complete decomposition for T,(R), and M,(R) = Cy=, xi”=, M,(R) e,Ej 
is a complete decomposition for R. Furthermore, if n is the radical of R, 
then M,(n) is the radical of M,(R) and 
c EiTn(R)Ej + i EJn(n)Ei 
rz>i>j>l i=l 
is the radical of T,(R). 
Recall that an exact sequence of R-modules 0 ---+ M -% Q0 x Q1 ... 
is a minimal injective resolution for M if Qi is the injective envelope of 
oli(Qi-i) for i > 0 and Q0 is the injective envelope of M. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let O- RzQO ..* be a minimal injective resolution for R. 
Let N be a simple R-module. Then 
Exti(N, R) s Hom(N, QJ g Hom(N, CX~(Q&). 
Proof. Let f be a nonzero homomorphism f : N - Qi ; then 
Im f n o+(Qi-i) f 0. Since Im f is a simple R-module, Im f C oli(QiWI). Hence 
Hom(N, QJ s Hom(N, CX~(Q+J). But th is implies that the induced map in 
Hom(N, QJ -+ Hom(N, Qj+i) is the zero map. Hence Ex@(NR) = Hom(N, QJ. 
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Let R be a F-ring. Let Re, be a component of R, and ne, = n n lie, . 
Then N = Re,/ne, is a simple R-module. For any ideal b in R, if there 
exists a nonzero homomorphism f : b + N, then there exists a mono- 
morphism 4 : Re, + b, since b A N + 0 is an exact sequence and Re, is 
a projective module. Using this we have 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let Re be a component of a T-ring R. Let ne = n n Re 
and N = Relne. Then ifEx@(N, R) # 0, there existprojective ideals P,, ,..., Piml 
so that 0 $ P,, 2 ... PCel $= Re. 
Proof. Let O- RZQ, **a be a minimal injective resolution for R. 
From Lemma I .6, Hom(N, @-r)) # 0. Letfi be a nonzero homomorphism 
fi : N + (yi(Qi-J. We prove the proposition by induction on i. If i = 1, 
we let P,, be the minimal ideal in Re. We assume the proposition holds for 
all i0 , i, < i. The canonical map Re --+ N gives rise to a (nonzero) extension 
off,, saygi: Re 2 ai(Qi-r). Since Re is a projective module and Q+r -% 
ai(Qi-i) - 0 is an exact sequence, there is a nonzero map g,-r : 
Re + Q3-i * Im g,-r contains a simple module, say N’. There exists 
a component Re’ of R such that Re’/ne’ is isomorphic to N’. By the remark 
made previous to this proposition, there is a monomorphism h of Re’ into Re. 
According to the way g,-r was constructed, it is clear that h is not an 
isomorphism. Denote Im h by Piwl . We now apply the induction to N’ to 
get a sequence 0 2 Pi 
we have 0 2 P, 
-0. Pi-, 2 Re’; and by the embedding of lie’ in Re 
... Pi.-, $ Piwl 2 Re, where each Pi is h(P$. 
An immediate consequence is that if R is a T-ring and gl. dim R = d, 
then there exist at least d + 1 nonisomorphic R-simple modules. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Let R be a F-ring. There exists a simple injective 
R-module. 
Proof. We may assume that R is in normal form. Let R = &, REi 
be a complete decomposition for R, where Ei is the matrix whose (k, d)th 
component is &, Sit for all i = I,..., t. Claim: N = REJnE, is an injective 
simple module. It is clear that N is a simple module. To prove that N is 
injective, it will suffice to prove that for any ideal b in R and any homo- 
morphism f : b ---f N, there exists a homomorphism h : R + N, such that h 
restricted to b is f. 
Assume first that b is an indecomposable ideal and that there exists a non- 
zero homomorphism f : b -+ N. Claim: b is a component of R, isomorphic 
to RE, . Since f is nonzero, there is a nonzero homomorphism g : RE, + b. 
Let g(E,) = b; then b = Elb. Since b = C,“-, bEi and EIREi = 0 whenever 
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RE, is not isomorphic to RE, , it follows that b = CI=, bEi where RE, is 
isomorphic to RE, for all i = l,..., s. Since b f 0, there exists a k, I < k < s, 
such that bE, # 0. Furthermore, there exists an element E,cE, such that 
EkcEIbEk = EI, . Hence in b we have the element 
b’ = Ek + c E,cEIbEi . 
i#k 
i=l*...,S 
Since (b’)2 = b’, we have that Rb’ is a component in R, and lib’ C b. Hence 
b = Rb’ + (R(1 - b’) n b). S ince b is indecomposable, b = Rb’ and is 
isomorphic to REk , hence to RE, . Furthermore, since b is a component of R, 
any map f : b -+ N extends to a map h : R + N. 
Let d be an arbitrary ideal and let f : d + N be a nonzero homomorphism. 
There exists a nonzero homomorphism g : REI -+ d such that f 0 g is the 
canonical map RE, -+ N. Img is an indecomposable ideal. By the first part 
of this proof, Img is a direct summand in R, say Re,, . Hence d = d,, + d,, 
where d,, = Img is isomorphic to RE, and d12 = d n R(l - eIl). If f 
restricted to d,, is zero we are done. Otherwise, we proceed with the ideal 
d,, to get an ideal d,, in d12 , where d,, = Re,, is a component of R isomorphic 
to RE, . Since d,, C R(l - eI1), e,,e,, = 0. 
As in the first part eii = Ek, + xi Zk E, ,irk .i Ei for i = 1,2 and some elements 
ykii m R. Smce e,,e,, - 0, we have k, +’ k,‘. Furthermore, in the representa- 
tion of ea2 as a sum as above, Ek2rk2,C1Ek1 = 0. Let eai = en - Ek1rk1k2Ek.e22 ; 
then e2i , ez2 6 4 (e2J2 = e21 (e2,J2 = e 22 21 22 = e22e21 - e e - 0. Hence we have 
d = Re,, + Re,, + d,, , where d,, = d n R(l - e2i - e22) and Re,, and 
Re,, are isomorphic to HE, . In this way we can proceed with d,, to obtain 
orthogonal idempotents eai es2 es3 in d, as long as f restricted to d,, is nonzero. 
Since the number of orthogonal idempotents in R is bounded, this procedure 
must come to an end after a finite (say n) number of steps. Then we have 
d = Re,, + **.+Re,,+d,,+,,whered,,+,=d~R(l-en,---a*-en,) 
and f restricted to d,,+I is the zero map. This shows that f extends to a map 
h:R+N. 
7. EXAMPLES 
Our first examples are related to the problem of the vanishing of Exti(N, R) 
for simple modules N over F-rings R. 
If R is a hereditary ring, then either N* or Exti(N, R) does not vanish. 
If R has global dimension 2, it might happen that Extl(N, R) f 0 and 
Ext2(N, R) + 0. But if N* f 0, then ExP(N, R) = Ext2(N, R) = 0. 
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EXAMPLE 1.7. Let R be a subring of T,(F), where F is some field: 
A matrix M in T,(F) belongs to R iff M,, = Mh2 = 0; i.e., 
M= 
a 0 0 0 0 
0 b 0 0 0 
c d e 0 0 
fgOu0 
m/nPq 
That R is a F-ring may be verified easily using the decomposition 
R = C%, REi and noticing that n consists of matrices M for which Mii = 0 
for i = l,..., 5. 
That gl. dim R = 2 follows from the fact that gl. dim R = 1 + 1. p. dim n 
and n = Et=, nE, . nE, , nE, are projective. nE, and nE, are isomorphic 
and the exact sequence 0 + RE, -+ RE, @ RE, + nE, -+ 0 is a projective 
resolution for nE, . Since R is an Artin ring, one verifies readily that nE, is not 
projective. 
Let N = RElInEI . nE, and nE, are isomorphic, but RE, and RE2 are not 
isomorphic. From the exact sequence 0 --) nE, L RE, + N p 0 we have 
the following exact sequence: 0 + N* --+ (RE,)* f, (nE,)* --+ 
Extl(N, R) - 0. Since f * is not an epimorphism, Extl(N, R) # 0. Since 
I.p.dim N = 2, ExP(N, R) # 0. 
If the global dimension of R is bigger than 2, it might happen that 
Exti(N, R) f 0 Extj(N, R) f 0 i < j and Extifl(N, R) = 0 as shown in 
the following example: 
EXAMPLE 2.7. Let R be a subring of T,(F), where F is some field: 
A matrix M of T,(F) belongs to R iff M,, = M43 = MS5 = 0; i.e., 
M= 
a000000 
ObOOOOO 
hyc0000 
ijOdOO0 
k/mzeOO 
nPcl rOf0 
gtuvwxs 
Again R is an Artin ring and it may be easily verified that it is a p-ring. The 
following are projective resolutions of minimal length: 
O-+Re,+RE,@RE,+nE,-+O 
0 -+ RE, + RE, @ RE, -+ RE, @ RE, ---f nEl + 0. 
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Furthermore, nEa and nE, are isomorphic and nE, and nEa are isomorphic. 
Since n = J&, nE,, 1. p. dimn = 2; hence gl. dim R = 3. Let N = RElInEI ; 
then as in Example 1.7, we have Exti(N, R) f 0. Since 1. p. dim N = 3, 
Ext3(N, R) f 0. To compute Ext2(N, R) we can compute Extl(nE, , R). 
Remark that kerf is isomorphic to the ideal of R consisting of matrices M, 
whose components are &Iii = 0 for all pairs (i, j) which are not (5, 3)(5,4) 
(6 3)(6,4)(7, 3)(7,4) and Ma3 = Mb,, Ms3 = M6,, M,, = M,, . By the 
general properties of homomorphisms in T-rings, Hom(kerf, REJ = 0 for 
i = 5, 6,7. 
Furthermore, every map g : ker f + REi for i = 1,2, 3,4 extends to 
a map g* : RE, @ RE, + RE, . A map $ on ker f is completely described 
by its value on the matrix M in ker f for which MS3 = MS4 = M,, = Me4 = 0 
and M,3 = M,4 = 1 EF. Let g(M) = M’; then (M’),, = Sk, &x for some 
element x in F. Let g* be the map from RE, @ RE, to REi defined by 
g*(rE,) = rE3 * Ml and g*(r’E,) = 7’E, + M, , where Ml and M2 are 
elements of R. If i f 4, we let Ml be the matrix whose components are 
(Ml),, = a,, Siix and M, = 0. If i = 4, we let Ml = 0 and M, be the 
matrix whose components are (M2)Kj = S,, S,,x. The map g* restricted to 
ker f isg. There follows an exact sequence (RE,)* @ (RE,)* -+ (kerf)* + 0; 
hence Ext2(N, R) = Extl(nE, , R) = 0. 
Another property of T-rings is that if R is a T-ring, then T,(R) is a T-ring. 
The following is an example of a T-ring R which is not a ring of triangular 
matrices T,(S) for any ring S. The ring in the following example is a T-ring 
which is not a T-ring on the right. 
EXAMPLE 3.7. Let R be the subring of T,(F) where F is some field: 
A matrix M in T,(F) is in R iff M2, = 0; i.e., 
We proved that if R is a T-ring and a any two-sided ideal in R, then 
gl. dim R/a < co. There are Artin rings all of whose residue rings have 
finite global dimension and that are not T-rings. 
EXAMPLE 4.7. Let R’ = F[x]/(x”), the residue ring of a polynomial 
ring with one variable over a field F. (xn) denote the ideal generated by x” 
in F[x]. 
We identify F with its image in R’ and we write p(a) for the image of 
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a polynomial p(x) EF(x) in R’. Let R be a subring of T,(R’): A matrix M of 
T,(R’) belongs to R iff ikl,, , M,, EF, M,, E R’; i.e., 
R is a hereditary Artin ring, hence a Ta-ring, but not a Tr-ring. 
We proved that a T-ring has a finite global dimension. The following 
examples show that T,-rings (Ta-rings) do not necessarily have finite global 
dimension. Furthermore, a semiprimary ring of finite global dimension 
need not be a T,-ring nor a T,-ring. For the rest, let F be a field. 
EXAMPLE 5.7. Let R be a subring of T,(F): An element M of T,(F) 
belongs to R iff Ml, = MS3 ; i.e., 
R is a T,-ring, not a Ta-ring, and gl. dim R = co. 
EXAMPLE 6.7. Let R be a subring of T,(F): A matrix M in T,(F) belongs 
to R iff M,, = M,, , MS3 = Md4 and Md3 = 0; i.e., 
a. 0 0 0 
M= b a 0 0 
c d e 0’ 
fk?Oe 
The minimal ideals in R are isomorphic to R(E, + E4); hence R is a Ta-ring. 
Since the left component R(E, + E,) contains more than one minimal ideal, 
R is not a T,-ring. Let M be the matrix M,, = ai, Sn and let f be the canonical 
map R -+ RM -+ 0; then kerf is isomorphic to RM. Since RM is not 
projective, it follows that gl. dim R = co. 
EXAMPLE 7.7. Let R be a subring of T,(F): A matrix M in T,(F) belongs 
to R iff M,, = M,, ; i.e., 
Then R is a self-injective ring, not semisimple; hence gl. dim R = co. It 
is a T,-ring since it has a unique minimal ideal generated by the matrix M 
whose components are M,, = 6,, 6, . This ideal is obviously not projective; 
hence R is not a T,-ring. 
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EXAMPLE 8.7. Let the ring R’ be as in Example 4.7. Let R be a subring 
of T,(R’): An element M of T,(R’) belongs to R iff M,, = Ma, ; i.e., 
This ring is not a Tr-ring, not Ta-ring, and gl. dim R = co. 
EXAMPLE 9.7. Let R’ = F[x]/(x~~) b e a residue ring of the polynomial 
ring in one variable, and let n > 1. We identify the elements of F with their 
images in R’ and we write p(n) for the image of p(x) E F(x) in R’. Let R be 
a subring of T,(R’): A matrix M in T,(R’) belongs to R iff Ml, , M,, , MS3 EF, 
M2, , MS2 E (P), and MS1 = 0; i.e., 
RE,(REJ contains the minimal ideals generated by elements Mk(M$ such 
that (M& = &, Sj2 f”, ((M& = &, S,S) for k = n,..., 2n - 1. The 
minimal ideals in RE, are projective. The minimal ideals in RE, have 
a minimal projective resolution 0 ---f nE, -+ RE2 ---f RIM; -+ 0 for each 
k = n,..., 2n - 1. Hence gl. dim R = 2 and R is neither a T,-ring nor 
a T,-ring. 
8. REMARKS 
In Section 3 we described T-rings in normal form. It seems helpful to 
have the following description of them. An element of R# can be viewed 
as a matrix of the following form: --. I3 0 . 
rLrrrrJ q ‘El *. j . . . . . . 
0n the “diagonal” (1,2) we have square matrices consisting of elements 
eirei , where R#e, and R#ej are isomorphic. The order of each such matrix 
is equal to the number of isomorphic components to some R#e, in a complete 
decomposition of R#. The minimal ideal (in each component) consist of 
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matrices, all of whose entries are zero except for the “bottom row” (j). The 
blocks (3) below the “diagonal” form the radical n and the diagonal can be 
viewed as R, in a splitting of R#. The “bottom row” is such that its inter- 
section with the “bottom row” of M,(D,) is the “bottom row” of M,(L),). 
If R is also a T-ring on the right, then we have (similar to the “bottom row”) 
a “first column”. Furthermore, the minimal right ideal (in each component) 
consist of matrices, all of whose entries are zero except for the “first column”. 
Equivalence of 9$sets arise, for example, by interchanging the order of 
idempotents in some “block” on the diagonal or else two-“blocks”, say 
“1” and “2” on the diagonal (together with everything below them). This 
can be done as long as the “heights” of blocks below 1 are not more than the 
“heights” of blocks below 2. 
If R is a T-ring, not necessarily a F-ring, we can regard its normal form as 
R,-.- . p 
P. . . . 
0 . R”..W . iz .O . .4 
Note added in proof The referee brought to the author’s attention that Thrall 
introduced the notion of QF-2 algebra A over a field K as a finite-dimensional 
K-algebra such that every left component, and every right component, of A has a 
unique minimal subideal. (R. M. THRALL, Some generalizations of quasi-Frobenius 
algebras. Trans. Am. Math. Sot. 64 (1948) 173-183). If A is a finite-dimensional 
K-algebra, then A is a QF-2 algebra iff A is a Ti-ring on the left and on the right. 
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